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SCALEMATRIX & DIGITUS BIOMETRICS PARTNER TO PROVIDE THE MOST PHYSICALLY
SECURE CLOUD & COLOCATION CENTER

ScaleMatrix now offers the highest levels of both physical and network security in
private clouds and colocation

SAN DIEGO, CA (July XX, 2011) – ScaleMatrix, the leader in private cloud and colocation
services market, today announced a strategic partnership with Digitus Biometrics, a market
leader in physical access control solutions, that sets the bar for physical security in the Cloud &
Colocation arena.

Typical data centers take great care to protect against cyberattacks, yet rely on outdated
proximity card technology for physical security within the perimeter. Proximity card readers can
tell only which card, but not which person, gained access, and therefore offer low protection
against physical insider breaches. Digitus Biometrics replaces the proximity card with something
that can’t be shared, stolen, or lost and found: a live fingerprint.

ScaleMatrix takes pride in providing the highest levels of security in both the physical and virtual
aspects of its cloud and colocation offering. The Digitus Biometrics platform was chosen for a
number of reasons, including unique system configurations that take biometric access control
from simple perimeter and Data Center access control, all the way to the server cabinet level
security. Digitus’ proprietary encryption technology delivers 100% accurate identify verification
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at any access point and provides immediate alerts for fraud/breach attempts, with an
indisputable audit trail.

“This partnership brings significant advantages to the customers of both Digitus Biometrics and
ScaleMatrix,” said Mark Ortenzi, CEO, ScaleMatrix. “Digitus Biometrics’s packaging of world-class
biometric access control and security gives us something timely and important to deliver to our
customers.”

“The ScaleMatrix selection of the db ServerRack access controller further validates our security
platform by moving Digitus into the leading edge of cloud computing,” said David Orischak,
Digitus Biometrics CEO. “It also shows that ScaleMatrix fully appreciates the importance of
physical security in private clouds. They’ve adopted a solution that the military and leading
hospitals, universities, and data-center service providers have embraced for access points that
require the highest level of physical security available.”

About ScaleMatrix
ScaleMatrix is a Private Cloud Solutions Provider (PCSP) with expertise in Colocation and
Dedicated Server technology. ScaleMatrix was founded with the intent to design, deploy and
manage the best Private Cloud and Colocation hosting solutions available. ScaleMatrix can
satisfy small start-ups to Fortune 500 enterprises by leveraging the years of knowledge,
infrastructure, strategic partnerships, and technology. ScaleMatrix architects, deploys, and
manages their entire solution in any one of the 12 data centers they occupy across the United
States or in a customer’s own private data center. For additional information, visit ScaleMatrix
at www.scalematrix.com.

About Digitus Biometrics
Since its founding in 2005, Digitus Biometrics has become a market leader in access security
solutions via the application of its highly advanced fingerprint recognition technology, operating
software, and unique system configurations. Today, the company’s third generation fingerprint
recognition technology provides unparalleled access security solutions in various high-profile
installations including government, military, healthcare, educational and commercial facilities.
Visit www.digitus-biometrics.com, call 912-231-8175 or email info@digitus-biometrics.com.
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